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Abstract

The worldwide network of neutron monitors (NMs) is the primary instrument to study cosmic-ray variability on time scales of

up to 70 years. Since the 1950s, 147 NMs with publicly available data have been in operation, and their records are archived

in and distributed through different repositories and data sources. A comprehensive analysis of all available NM datasets

(300 datasets from 147 NMs) is performed here to check the quality and consistency of the data. The data sources include

World Data Center for Cosmic Rays (WDCCR), the Neutron Monitor Database (NMDB), the Pushkov Institute of Terrestrial

Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radiowave Propagation (IZMIRAN) and individual station/institution databases. It was found

that The data from the same NM can be non-identical and of different quality in different sources. We give and tabulate here

a recommendation for the optimal data source of each NM. We also present here a list of 29 ‘prime’ stations with the longest

and most reliable data. Verified datasets for these prime stations are provided as supplementary information.
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Abstract12

The worldwide network of neutron monitors (NMs) is the primary instrument to study13

cosmic-ray variability on time scales of up to 70 years. Since the 1950s, 147 NMs with14

publicly available data have been in operation, and their records are archived in and dis-15

tributed through different repositories and data sources. A comprehensive analysis of all16

available NM datasets (300 datasets from 147 NMs) is performed here to check the qual-17

ity and consistency of the data. The data sources include World Data Center for Cos-18

mic Rays (WDCCR), the Neutron Monitor Database (NMDB), the Pushkov Institute19

of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radiowave Propagation (IZMIRAN) and in-20

dividual station/institution databases. It was found that The data from the same NM21

can be non-identical and of different quality in different sources. We give and tabulate22

here a recommendation for the optimal data source of each NM. We also present here23

a list of 29 ‘prime’ stations with the longest and most reliable data. Verified datasets for24

these prime stations are provided as supplementary information.25
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1 Introduction26

Neutron monitors (NMs) are ground-based particle detectors, which detect secondary27

nucleons produced locally in the atmosphere as a product of cascades initiated by pri-28

mary cosmic-ray particles (Simpson, 2000; Belov, 2000). The flux of cosmic rays varies29

as modulated by solar magnetic activity, and this variability is continuously monitored30

by NM count rates. Natural sources for changes in NM count rates include the varying31

cosmic-ray flux in near-Earth space (heliospheric modulation by the solar wind and he-32

liospheric magnetic field; solar particle events), geomagnetic shielding (geomagnetic rigid-33

ity cutoff at the NM location), atmospheric parameters affecting the development of the34

cascade (altitude or barometric pressure; weather conditions, e.g. snow), and instrumen-35

tal changes (technical characteristics of the detector, e.g., electronic setup, number of36

counters, registration efficiency, local surroundings). In order to study cosmic-ray mod-37

ulation in solar variability, NM data are corrected for the terrestrial (geomagnetic, at-38

mospheric and instrumental) effects as a standard procedure. Here, we will analyze pres-39

sure and efficiency (whenever possible) corrected data unless specified differently.40

The NM measurements started in 1951 with the Climax NM (USA) and later de-41

veloped to a global network (Moraal et al., 2000), thus covering nearly 70 years and pro-42

ducing a unique long dataset in the field of solar-terrestrial physics.43

Data from the global NM network have been collected in different repositories and44

databases that offer the data freely online. However, these repositories often employ dif-45

ferent data practices and may contain different versions or only a fraction of the full data.46

Effectively, this means that data from different repositories may not be congruent with47

each other, leading to differences when comparing or reproducing the results. This in turn48

makes the results of analyses of such data-dependent on the exact source. A special ques-49

tion is related to the instrumental stability of long-operating NMs with multi-decadal50

lifetimes. This issue was studied by Gil et al. (2015) and Usoskin et al. (2011, 2017), but51

the dependence on the exact data source was not evaluated there.52

In this paper, we analyze the history and the current global status of publicly avail-53

able NM data. Using an automated data collection and analysis system, we obtain, study54

and cross-compare datasets from different NMs and sources to produce an up-to-date55

assessment of the NM datasets and reliable recommendations for their usage, with the56

aim to assist NM data users to produce more reliable and reproducible results.57

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a brief history of the58

NM network and NM data practices. Section 3 gives an overview of the NM data repos-59

itories, common practices, problems and limitations. Selection of the prime stations and60

their assessment are presented in Section 4. Section 5 gives our recommendations for fu-61

ture improvements of the NM data archiving. Conclusions are summarized in Section 6.62

2 Brief history of neutron monitors as space-physics instruments63

NMs were invented by Simpson (1948) as a detector to register and study the sec-64

ondary neutron particles generated by cosmic rays. The Climax NM started operating65

in 1951, whereas many other NM stations were launched during the International Geo-66

physical Year (IGY) in 1957. These early NMs are therefore referred to as ”IGY” type.67

Based on the collected experience, the design was improved, and a new type of detec-68

tor, called NM64 or ”super-monitor”, was introduced during the International Quiet Sun69

Year (IQSY) of 1964. This design was so good (Hatton & Carimichael, 1964) with sta-70

ble operation and robust data production, that it remains a standard design since then,71

and the number of NM64’s operating around the globe reached many dozens. It should72

be noticed that the standard NM64 design (Hatton, 1971) was initially based on the BF3-73

filled proportional counters BP-28 produced by the Chalk River laboratory in Canada74

and their Soviet analog SNM-15 used in USSR and Eastern Europe. The latter are about75
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15% less effective than NM64 (Abunin et al., 2011; Gil et al., 2015) because of the less76

pure filling gas. Later, there was a tendency to use 3He-filled counters but, because of77

high pressure and leaking ability of helium, they appeared unstable in the long run. At78

present, BF3-filled proportional counters of slightly improved design (higher gas pres-79

sure) are used again (Strauss et al., 2020).80

The data obtained from individual NMs are traditionally collected by the World81

Data Center for Cosmic Rays (WDCCR) which was established during the International82

Geophysical Year of 1957 at IZMIRAN (Pushkov Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Iono-83

sphere and Radiowave Propagation), USSR and RIKEN, Japan. Through WDCCR, data84

were exchanged between the Soviet Union, the USA and Japan. WDCCR is currently85

maintained by Nagoya University, Japan, and is mirrored at IZMIRAN. It offers histor-86

ical datasets, provided as a set of ASCII data-files in several formats, through an online87

FTP-service that is updated on a monthly basis. WDCCR stores data from many old88

and short-lived stations that cannot be found anywhere else. IZMIRAN not only main-89

tains a mirror of the WDCCR dataset but also continuously develops its own database90

by collecting data and implementing apparent corrections to the raw data.91

The first real-time data available service online was provided by the Moscow NM92

station in 1997. In 2000, Oulu NM launched an online database, the first in Western coun-93

tries. Since then, several NM stations started their own data service, each in its own style.94

A decade later, in 2008, the Neutron Monitor Database (NMDB) project started under95

the EU FP7 program, providing an accessible database of archival and real-time veri-96

fied data from about 50 monitors. It started as a European project but currently includes97

NMs from around the globe.98

Many active NM stations also offer data through their own web services or other99

systems. These also include stations and research institutes that manage and distribute100

data from multiple stations, as will be discussed below.101

3 Data and methods102

In this work, we collected all available NM count-rate data from all the reposito-103

ries, databases and individual NM homepages. We have identified 147 NM stations whose104

data are available in any of the main sources of data listed in Table 1. The station list105

is provided in Table 2 and in the Supplementary Information.106

We developed an automated system for fetching online NM 1-hour resolution data107

from all the sources of Table 1 up to the end of the year 2019. Each dataset was then108

parsed and transformed into the Matlab data format. Thus, a dataset of hourly NM count109

rates was created for further analysis. All data were downloaded during 20 – 23 June 2020.110

A brief description of the data repositories is provided in the following subsections.111

3.1 WDCCR112

The World Data Center for Cosmic Rays (WDCCR) started its operation in 1957113

(Lincoln & Shea, 1973). It collects pressure-corrected data from NM stations and makes114

them available online as ASCII files of 1-hour time resolution, through an FTP service.115

There are 140 sub-folders for NM data in the FTP folder, but two of them (Bergen &116

Cape H) are empty. Metadata is provided in each file, and changes, e.g., the number of117

counters, can be traced in the metadata. The data in WDCCR are typically from the118

time of their recording, while revisions/corrections/updates of the already written data119

are not foreseen.120

The data for this study was collected from the WDCCR repository http://cidas121

.isee.nagoya-u.ac.jp/WDCCR/122
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Table 1. Summary of data repositories and number of recommended data sources.

Available # of recommended # of secondary
Data repository stations sources sources

NMDB (1h) 53 29 10
NMDB (revori) 51 3 2
WDCCR 138 59 24
IZMIRAN 81 50 18

Polar Geophys. Inst. 1 1
Bartol Inst. 8 5 3
Jungfraujoch NM 2 0 2
Lomnicky Stit NM 1 1
Mexico NM 1 0 1
Oulu NM 3 3
South African stations 5 2 2
Yakutsk+Tixie Bay 2 0 0

3.1.1 Data format123

WDCCR offers data in three formats: LONGFORMAT, SHORTFORMAT and CARD-124

FORMAT, described in the WDCCR homepage under “Data Formats”. All the formats125

contain the same data in yearly ASCII files, which are different only in presentation. The126

long format displays monthly values in 12 lines, with relevant metadata at the start of127

each line. The short format displays the same data, but the monthly metadata is more128

thoroughly described, and the count rates are displayed with 12 hourly values on each129

line. The card format is similar to the short format in the form of displaying data but130

does not contain metadata beyond the basic station descriptors (NM name, type, pres-131

sure corrections etc.) at the start of each line. For this study, we use data in the LONG-132

FORMAT.133

3.1.2 Scaling factors134

Count rates in WDCCR are provided as unscaled values (DATA), with a Scaling135

Factor (SF) and a Constant (CONST) provided in the metadata. The real count rates136

are defined as:137

Real Counts = (DATA + CONST) · SF.

However, these scaling factors do not always correct such apparent problems as jumps138

related to the changing number of counters, their malfunctioning, change of type, etc.139

The scaling factors and their source or methodology are not described in any way. Such140

apparent jumps need to be analyzed and corrected separately.141

3.2 NMDB142

The Neutron Monitor Database (NMDB) was established in 2008 as a part of a Eu-143

ropean Union funded project (FP7 Programme) to create a modern database of NM data,144

including real-time updates (Mavromichalaki et al., 2011). Originally, it was built on mostly145

European NMs, but data from several non-European stations have been added later. In146

total, NMDB hosts data from 66 NMs, 8 of which contain no data, leaving 58 stations147

with data available. Except for Leadville and Polarstern, all NMs listed there have data148

available from other sources as well.149
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3.2.1 Data format150

NMDB provides data for uncorrected (raw) counts, pressure- and efficiency-corrected151

count rates and barometric pressure. Here we always use the ‘corrected’ data.152

The NMDB contains three data table options for each station: ”ori” ”revori” and153

”1hour”, which contain originally loaded data, the revised data in the best time reso-154

lution (usually 1 minute), and the 1-hour validated data, respectively. Short descriptions155

are available at http://www01.nmdb.eu/nest/help.php#helptable and http://www01156

.nmdb.eu/nest/statements.html. Status of the currently available data and their ver-157

sion date for different tables can be found at http://www01.nmdb.eu/status/status158

.php. The NDMB-ori dataset cannot be changed after the first load, while all later cor-159

rections/modifications are reflected in NMDB-revori (and NMDB-1hr) datasets. Accord-160

ingly, the NMDB-revori table supersedes the ori table (i.e. the NMDB-ori table is just161

the first version of NMDB-revori table). In this analysis we will not discuss -ori and -162

revori tables separately, and will only analyze the -revori and -1hour tables.163

For the NMDB data retrieval, we employed an automated web query method, which164

downloads and parses the data at 1-hour resolution for each station from both the revori165

and 1-hour tables in 1-year increments. The queries were split into 1-year increments since166

the NMDB system automatically decreases the resolution (e.g. from 1-hour to 1-month167

time resolution) for too long queries. Finally, the data subsets were compiled into a sin-168

gle matrix for the subsequent analysis.169

The web query method utilizes the following url when fetching the data: http://170

www01.nmdb.eu/nest/draw graph.php?formchk=1&stations[]=’,*StationAcronym*171

,tabchoice=’,*NMDBtable*,’&dtype=corr for efficiency&tresolution=60&force=172

1&yunits=0&date choice=bydate&start day=1&start month=1&start year=’,*StartYear*173

,’&start hour=0&start min=0&end day=31&end month=12&end year=’,*EndYear*,end174

hour=24&end min=00&output=ascii, where StationAcronym is the acronym asso-175

ciated with the specific station, NMDBtable is the selected data table, StartYear is176

year for which to collect data and EndYear is StartYear+1.177

3.3 IZMIRAN178

The Pushkov Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radiowave Prop-179

agation (IZMIRAN) of the Russian Academy of Sciences was established in 1939 by Niko-180

lay Pushkov. The IZMIRAN database offers data for most Russian (former Soviet) NM181

stations, but it also offers data from other NM stations. Altogether, IZMIRAN provides182

data from 82 NMs (Belov et al., 1998). Only one of these does not contain any data (Pu-183

tre), leaving 81 stations with available data.184

The database does not simply copy data from original sources, but apparently ap-185

plies an automated procedure of validation and correction of the raw data. However, the186

procedure is not documented nor traceable and may distort the data. We have found,187

e.g., that outliers of unknown origin occasionally appear in otherwise good data.188

3.3.1 Data format189

The IZMIRAN database is located at http://cr0.IZMIRAN.ru/common/links.htm.190

The IZMIRAN data is available through the ”iDB”-button next to each station. There191

are options for pressure-corrected data, barometric pressure data and non-pressure-corrected192

data. The queried data only includes timestamps and the data values. Empty values are193

denoted by 0.194

The pressure-corrected data for the full analysis period were downloaded on 22-195

Jun-2020 using the following web query: http://cr0.IZMIRAN.ru/scripts/nm64queryD196
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.dll/’,*StationAcronym*,’?y1=1951&m1=1&d1=1&h1=0&mn1=0&y2=2019&m2=12&d2=197

31&h2=0&mn2=0&res=1 hour, where StationAcronym is the acronym associated with198

the specific station.199

3.4 NM station homepages200

Many NM stations also publicly distribute data through dedicated web-pages, ei-201

ther individual for that NM or institutional, providing a data portal for several NMs op-202

erated by the same institution, as briefly described below.203

3.4.1 Polar Geophysical Institute204

The Polar Geophysical Institute (Murmansk region, Russia) distributes data of Ap-205

atity http://pgia.ru/data/nm. There is also an option for Barentsburg NM data, but data206

retrieval for it did not work for the present analysis.207

3.4.2 Bartol208

The Bartol Research Institute of the University of Delaware (Newark, USA) op-209

erates eight NM stations: McMurdo, Swarthmore/Newark, South Pole, Thule, Fort Smith,210

Peawanuck, Nain, and Inuvik. Data are distributed through the web-page and FTP at211

http://neutronm.bartol.udel.edu/~pyle/bri table.html, but the datasets are not212

updated after 2017.213

3.4.3 Jungfraujoch214

The Physikalisches Institut of the University of Bern (Switzerland) operates two215

NMs (one of NM64 and one of IGY type), both located at the Jungfraujoch high-mountain216

station, for which they distribute data via FTP access at http://cosray.unibe.ch/.217

3.4.4 Lomnický Štit218

The Institute of Experimental Physics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Košice219

(Slovakia) operates the Lomnický Štit NM station and distributes its data through the220

web-page at http://neutronmonitor.ta3.sk/.221

3.4.5 Mexico222

Data for the Mexico City Cosmic Ray Observatory is available distributes its data223

through the web-page at http://www.cosmicrays.unam.mx/.224

3.4.6 Oulu225

The Oulu NM started operation in 1964 in the Kontinkangas district and was moved226

to the Linnanmaa campus where it is still located. The University of Oulu also operates227

two mini-NMs (a standard DOMC and a bare (lead-free) DOMB) at the Concordia sta-228

tion on the Central Antarctic plateau. The dataset of these stations, which are contin-229

uously updated, can be directly accessed through the Oulu NM web-page http://cosmicrays230

.oulu.fi (Usoskin et al., 2001; Poluianov et al., 2015)231

3.4.7 South African stations232

The Centre for Space Research in the North-West University (NWU) in Potchef-233

stroom (South Africa) operates NMs at five locations: Hermanus, Potchefstroom, Sanae64,234
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Sanae80 and Tsumeb. The data are available as ASCII files at the web-page in http://235

natural-sciences.nwu.ac.za/neutron-monitor-data.236

3.4.8 Yakutsk/Tixie Bay237

Yu.G. Shafer Institute for Cosmophysical Research and Aeronomy of Russian Academy238

of Sciences (Yakutsk, Russia) operates two NMs, viz. Yakutsk and Tixie Bay stations,239

and distributes their data at https://www.ysn.ru/ipm/.240

3.4.9 Other sources241

We also list here a few other possible data sources which we did not use because242

of some problems reported below.243

The data for the Australian NMs at Mawson and Kingston are available through244

their web page at http://www.sws.bom.gov.au/World Data Centre/1/7 and FTP at245

ftp://ftp-out.sws.bom.gov.au/wdc/wdc cosray/. However, the website offers only246

daily files. Moreover, because of a very slow and unstable connection, we were unable247

to download the entire dataset. Since data from these NMs are available from other sources248

even at the 1-hour resolution used here, we did not analyze this dataset.249

The Tibet/Yang Ba Jing NM has a data distribution web-page at http://ybjnm250

.ihep.ac.cn/nm/, which however, was not working during the preparation of this pa-251

per.252

3.5 Metadata253

Data for each NM station are usually accompanied by metadata either in a station254

information page or at the header of a data file, which typically includes the following255

parameters:256

Name, typically denoting the geographical name of the location. Historically, be-257

cause of the limited length for the filename in old data formats, each NM station also258

has a 4-letter or 6-letter acronyms, which are usually the same for the same station across259

databases, but can also be different (e.g., McMurdo station is called MCMU and MCMD260

in NMDB and IZMIRAN databases, respectively). Also, sometimes the same station may261

have different names through times, as e.g., Swarthmore and Newark NM. We have per-262

formed a careful check to make sure that we always refer to the same station even if the263

names/acronyms are not identical across the databases.264

Location includes the geographical latitude, longitude and altitude above sea level.265

Geomagnetic cutoff rigidity provides an estimate of the sensitivity of a NM to the266

energy/rigidity of cosmic rays. It is roughly interpreted so that the primary cosmic-ray267

particles must possess rigidity higher than the cutoff (Cooke et al., 1991). The cutoff rigid-268

ity may slowly change for a fixed geographical location, because of the migration and269

current weakening of the geomagnetic dipole, but this is not always taken into account270

in the NM metadata. Sometimes metadata (e.g., the IZMIRAN ”see info” page) men-271

tions the rigidity computation year but does not provide the exact model. This infor-272

mation can be used as a rough estimate, but for a detailed long-term analysis, the cut-273

off rigidity is recommended to be calculated for each location and each given time, rather274

than being blindly copied from the metadata.275

The metadata, including also years of operation are available from the following276

locations:277

NMDB: Station list at http://www01.nmdb.eu/station/ but it does not reflect278

possible temporal changes (e.g., changes in rigidity cut-off).279
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WDCCR: Station Information table at http://cidas.isee.nagoya-u.ac.jp/WDCCR/280

station list.php, and also in the headers of data files281

IZMIRAN: Station info is available under the ”see info” button under the specific282

station ”idB” page, or under http://cr0.IZMIRAN.ru/*station*/baseinfo.htm, where sta-283

tion is the short acronym of the station.284

Station homepages usually also provide metadata.285

4 Prime stations286

With so many stations, it is difficult to check the stability of any individual NM.287

In order to have a reliable baseline for data comparison and validation, we have constructed288

an aggregate based on data from stable long-lived NMs that we here call ‘prime’ (or ‘ref-289

erence’) stations. The selection of the prime stations was based solely on the quality of290

data, not involving any a-priori or subjective knowledge or preferences, using the follow-291

ing criteria:292

1. Times of ground-level enhancements (GLEs) were removed from each dataset of293

hourly pressure- and efficiency-corrected count rates using the list of the Interna-294

tional GLE Database (https://gle.oulu.fi).295

2. The data was normalized by the median over two-year interval of years 1995 – 1996296

(or 1975 – 1976 if the data for 1995 – 1996 was not available).297

3. Outliers were excluded using a 5-point moving median filter which removes points298

that are more than three median absolute deviations (MAD) from the 5-point me-299

dian.300

4. After the previous steps, stations with less than 20 years of total data coverage301

were excluded.302

5. All datasets were visually checked for apparent steps, drifts or other obvious er-303

rors in the data. Some of the errors could be corrected using metadata (e.g., change304

of the number of counters, or incorrect scaling factor) or using information from305

other data sources.306

6. Datasets, which could not be corrected above, were excluded. To automatically307

exclude datasets with too large steps or unphysical variation, the following method308

was applied. Using the knowledge that the natural variability of hourly cosmic-309

ray data does not exceed ±30% even for polar NMs and is much smaller for lower-310

latitude stations, we excluded datasets with large steps or drifts by requiring that311

the max-to-min hourly-value ratio does not exceed two (i.e. the variations from312

the mean in the dataset do not exceed ±33%).313

7. In cases with several data sources available for a prime station candidate, the source314

with the longest data coverage was used.315

Using this procedure, we selected 29 prime stations, listed in bold in Table 2. For fur-316

ther analysis we divided them in three groups according to their nominal geomagnetic317

cutoff rigidity Rc: low- (Rc ≤ 1.75 GV, 12 NMs), mid- (1.75 < Rc ≤ 2.75 GV, 5 NMs)318

and high-rigidity (Rc > 2.75 GV, 12 NMs) stations. The temporal variability of these319

prime stations is shown in the Supplementary Information Figure S4. For the low-rigidity320

prime NMs, we computed a reference dataset NMlow as the mean of the normalized prime321

stations with Rc ≤ 1.75GV, shown by the black curve in the upper panel of Figure S4.322

The reference dataset for the medium-rigidity stations NMmed was composed in a sim-323

ilar way (Figure S4 middle panel). For the high-rigidity group of NMs, averaging was324

not done, because of the too wide range of the Rc values, from 2.9 to 11 GV, so that the325

modulation effects would make the averages to be solar-cycle dependent. This would cause326

variation around the mean when comparing station data to prime data.327
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The prime datasets were used to check the data quality of all stations and their dif-328

ferent sources. For low- and medium rigidity NMs we compared the data of each indi-329

vidual NM with the corresponding reference datasets NMlow and NMmed. For the high-330

rigidity range we compared the individual NM data with the prime station with the near-331

est rigidity cut-off, or in case of no time overlap, to the second or the third nearest ones.332

For the comparison, we computed the ratio of the normalized count rates of the analyzed333

NM to the prime reference dataset.334

As an example, we provide a detailed analysis of the mid-rigidity Newark (before335

1978 known also as Swarthmore) NM in the supplementary information S1. Newark/Swarthmore336

has data represented in all the analyzed sources for a long time period and also nicely337

depicts common characteristics related to the different sources. Similar analyses were338

made for all stations and all data sources. Basing on the fraction of the good data (and339

manual inspection of the comparisons), we constructed a list of recommended data sources340

as described below.341

5 Recommendations342

The following information on all available NM datasets is given and described in343

Supplement Table S5 as an Excel-file. This table contains a large amount of informa-344

tion that can be useful for NM data users. The acronyms are helpful when accessing data,345

since the data retrieval methods usually employ the acronym specific for the database.346

The number of all hourly data points from each source gives a rough estimate of data347

coverage. The overall usability of the whole length of data depends on the data qual-348

ity and potential corrections that can be applied to the data. Latitude, longitude, alti-349

tude and geomagnetic cutoff of the stations were collected from the metadata sources,350

as described in Section 3.6. These values might be not correct in cases where the sta-351

tion has been moved during its operation.352

Based on the analysis described in Section 4, we have summarized our recommen-353

dations on the data sources for each station in Table 2. More detailed information on354

the recommended data sources is collected in Supplement Data Set S6, which includes355

station name, recommended source, secondary source(s) and notes about the data. The356

‘secondary’ (or alternative) sources are nearly equivalent to the primary ones and may357

contain additional data. Summary statistics of the primary and secondary data source358

recommendations are presented in Table 1.359

The following caveats should be noted. First, the ‘data quality’ used here as a means360

for data source selection is only examined relative to individual station: even if a spe-361

cific source is recommended for the station, it may not correctly describe the general data362

quality. It only indicates which of the sources is the best according to our criteria. More-363

over, the data quality was assessed in late June 2020 and may change later.364
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Table 2. List of recommended data sources, given as: 1 – Station’s website; 2 – IZMIRAN; 3 –

WDCCR ; 4 – NMDB1h ; 5 – NMDB1hrevori. Prime stations are in bold.

Ahmedabad 4 Herstmonceux 3 Newark 4
Albuquerque 3 Hobart 3 Nobosibirsk 2
Alert 2 Huancayo 4 Nor-Amberd 4
Alma-Ata A 2 Inuvik 2 Norilsk 2
Alma-Ata B 4 Invercargill 3 Northfield 3
Alma-Ata C 2 Irkutsk 2 Ottawa 2
Apatity 1 Irkutsk 2 2 Oulu 1
Aragats 4 Irkutsk 3 2 Peawanuck 1
Athens 4 Jang Bogo 5 Pic du Midi 2
Bagneres 3 Jungfraujoch IGY 4 Potchefstroom 1
Baksan 2 Jungfraujoch NM64 4 Prague 3
Barentsburg 2 Kampala 3 Predigtsthul 3
Beijin 2 Kerguelen 4 Resolute Bay 3
Beirut 3 Khabarovsk 3 Rio De Janeiro 3
Berkeley 3 Kiel 4 Rome 2
Brisbane 3 Kiel 2 4 Sanae64 2
Buenos Aires 3 Kiev 3 Sanae80 4
Bure 2 Kingston 2 Santiago 2
Calgary 2 Kiruna 3 Seoul 3
CALM 5 Kodaikanal 3 Simferopol 3
Cape Schmidt 2 Kuhlungsborn 3 South Pole 1
Casey 3 Kula 3 South Pole Bare 4
Chacaltaya 3 Lae 3 Sulphur Mt IGY 3
Chicago 2 Larc 2 Sulphur Mt NM64 2
Churchill 2 Leeds 2 Swarthmore 2
Climax 4 Lincoln 3 Sverdlovsk 2
College 3 Lindau IGY 3 Sydney 3
Cordoba 3 Lindau NM64 3 Syowa 3
Daejeon 4 Lomnicky Stit 1 Tashkent 2
Dallas 3 London 3 Tbilisi 2
Darwin 3 Magadan 2 Terre Adelie 4
Deep River 2 Makapuu Pt 3 Thailand 4
Denver 3 Mawson 2 Thule 4
Dome B 1 McMurdo 1 Tibet 4
Dome C 1 Mexico 3 Tixie Bay 2
Dourbes 4 Mina Aguilar 3 Tokyo 2
Durham 2 Mirny 4 Tsumeb 4
Ellsworth 3 Mobile CR Laboratory 2 Uppsala 3
ESOISR 2 Morioka 3 Ushuaia 3
Fort Smith 5 Moscow 2 Utrecht 3
Freiburg 3 Moscow experimental 2 Weissenau 3
Fukushima 3 Mt Norikura 2 Wellington 3
Goettingen 3 Mt Washington 2 Victoria 3
Goose Bay 2 Mt Wellington 2 Wilkes 3
Hafelekar 2 Munchen 3 Vostok 2
Haleakala IGY 2 Murchison Bay 3 Yakutsk 2
Haleakala SM 2 Murmansk 3 Zugspitze 4
Halle 3 Nain 1
Heiss Is 3 Nederhorst 3
Hermanus 1 Neumayer 3 4
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6 Discussion and conclusions365

We have performed a survey of all available NM records in a number of publicly366

available datasets and assessed their quality. We present a comprehensive table contain-367

ing detailed information about the available datasets and also a list of recommended data368

sources for each station. This information is collected based on the state of affairs as of369

writing; the datasets are subject to change and therefore users of this information need370

to keep this in mind. Nevertheless, these results form the most extensive and up-to-date371

analysis of the NM datasets and provide useful basic information for users and devel-372

opers of the related services.373

It appears that datasets for the same NMs are not identical between different sources,374

making it difficult to control the reliability and reproducibility of studies based on NM375

data. While the WDCCR provides a simple repository for the data without corrections376

and updates of the data, other data sources try to resolve this problem. However, even377

for the NMDB project, there are discrepancies between different data tables, in partic-378

ular the 1-hour and revori ones.379

Somewhat surprisingly, station homepages are not the recommended sources for380

multiple stations. It seems that through the advent of NMDB, many neutron monitor381

stations have switched to preferring to use NMDB to distribute their station data. This382

often leads to a situation where NMDB has more up-to-date and reliable (corrected) data383

available. Nevertheless, nearly all station homepages are at least a secondary recommended384

source, so using station homepages is mostly reliable.385

IZMIRAN implements corrections in many datasets that are not available elsewhere.386

One such example is the Rome station, where IZMIRAN has corrected a large number387

of steps. This is useful, but a proper description of corrections is not readily available.388

The results seem to indicate that a rule-of-thumb for selecting which data source389

to use is as follows:390

1. Station homepages are often a good choice, but might not always have the most391

up-to-date data392

2. NMDB is usually a good choice for long-lived European NMs but also houses re-393

liable data from many NMs from around the world.394

3. IZMIRAN is a good choice for most Russian and East European NMs but also has395

good and/or corrected data from other areas. IZMIRAN often has a corrected ver-396

sion of WDCCR data.397

4. WDCCR has data from many (short-lived) stations that are not available elsewhere,398

but usually other sources have more reliable data.399

A summary geographic map of these recommendations is shown in Figure 1. Be-400

cause of the large number of stations, names are not shown. For more detailed informa-401

tion and station names, the reader should refer to the supplementary table.402

The metadata of the stations are sometimes not identical across different data sources.403

In particular, the location information is not always exact and might have changed through-404

out records. The geomagnetic cut-off rigidity is typically given as a single value with-405

out details on how it was calculated and to what time refers, while it may change sig-406

nificantly, especially for mid-latitude stations operated for decades (Smart & Shea, 2009).407

The naming of some stations can also cause confusion for data users which are not aware408

of the histories of specific stations. Such examples involve the Swarthmore/Newark sta-409

tion which moved from one location to another nearby one in 1978, and can be referred410

to as ”Newark”, ”Swarthmore” and ”Swarthmore/Newark” in different data sources. The411

”Newark” dataset can either have data for the whole Swarthmore+Newark period (Sta-412

tion, IZMIRAN, Station) or only for non-Swarthmore-period (WDCCR). Separate datasets413
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of NM stations with recommended sources shown as

marker colors. Size of markers indicate the amount of available data in the station.

only for Swarthmore data are available in WDCCR and in IZMIRAN, called Swarthmore414

and Swarthmore/Newark, respectively. This is confusing since the Bartol institute uses415

Swarthmore/Newark as the name for the dataset containing the full dataset, whereas IZMI-416

RAN only contains Swarthmore data. Also, the Aragats and Nor-Amberd stations (in417

NMDB) have differing names, which are also called ”Yerevan3000” and ”Yerevan2000”418

in IZMIRAN or ”Erevan3” and ”Erevan” in WDCCR, respectively. The acronyms of the419

stations may also differ accordingly in the data-sources.420

These inconsistencies make the use of data difficult for a non-expert, who is not421

familiar with datasets and the history of ground-based observations. Here we made an422

effort to systematize the available and partly controversial information and to provide423

a user with a verified set of ground-based cosmic-ray measurements. A detailed analy-424

sis of the stability of the data from different stations is planned for forthcoming work.425

It should be noted that this survey presents only a momentary snapshot (as for June426

2020) of the situation with data sources. The analysis has only been conducted for the427

1-hour data resolution, and results with other resolutions may differ. Due to the nature428

of online data services, the presented results may change when data are changed, cor-429

rected, removed or combined in the analyzed data-sources. The selection of data-source430

recommendations includes a visual inspection of the data to account for the incomplete-431

ness of the prime station validation, which can introduce a subjective bias in the results.432

This analysis also does not take into account possible corrections that might easily ren-433

der the source in question to have reliable and comparable measurements to other sources.434

When selecting the data source to use, one should refer to the data coverage (number435

of data points) in the information table to check out if an “non-recommended” source436

could possibly have more data coverage after corrections. The prime-station method uti-437

lized here only roughly validates the data quality in relation to other stations, and may438

not be accurate for high-rigidity stations, because of their low statistic. For example, the439

< 10% limit for good data did not catch the clear 4% step in many Newark datasets (See440

Supplementary Information S1). A more sophisticated method, based on theoretical mod-441

eling of cosmic-ray modulation derived from the entire NM network would provide a more442

robust assessment, and it is planned for the subsequent work.443
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